EXPOSING HISTORY:
COLOR, TASTE
AND TEXTILES

by Nikki Fragala Barnes

A textile artist weaves history and place to
surface complicated narratives in the oldest
colonized city in the United States

L

aura Mongiovi gathers and dyes and stitches and hangs
and rests and drapes. Her exhibition, in partnership with
the St. Augustine Historical Society, is a series of works that
are restricted from standard and widely used practices of
installation: she is forbidden to attach, or nail, or in any other
way alter the structure of the Oldest House (The Tovar House,
dating to the 1700s) with adhesive or wall hooks.
This is the practice of Mongiovi, an artist-researcher-professor
who works at the intersection of material culture, histories,
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and labor and domestic arts. Mongiovi rejoices in complexities
and constraints, especially when the tensions of a site-sensitive
project generate insight and restoration of the presences—the
fibers—of people and their technologies. Through embodied
fabric narratives among the thick densities that point to
mutuality, a simultaneity, a continuous rhyme of the work and
lives of people extends in traces and threads from their hands
to hers across collapsing times and places. Mongiovi is in
conversation with structures and spaces as her work responds
to centuries of domestic living.
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Mongiovi braids place-based histories with her textiles by
titling each with text from poems, credited to each poet.
Each work is accompanied by a historic reference and a poem
alongside her materials; Mongiovi annotates everything with
great care and insight. She attributes as much as she can
and includes collected research on known plantations where
people who were enslaved worked with indigo and cotton and
needle and thread.
The rooms are thresholds, never mere containers. Together,
each piece and setting constitutes a passage, a verse in a multivoiced narrative, drawing on domestic practices, economies,
trade, even society itself. The textiles are hung precariously from
rafter beams, resting on wood and stone that has stood in this
place for generations. Questions rise about earlier peoples, a
community connected to the land and town and sea. Mongiovi
creates in union with these heritages. More than one-to-one
referents, the pieces and the collection act as tapestries, in
relationship with ancients continuing living linework.
To proceed through the exhibition, I find myself in a dance of
motion and stillness with the artworks, and I am reminded that
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stanza, in Italian, means room. Together, the movements, the
verses, the poetics of life and suffering, and the complexities
of pride in one’s work exist alongside exploitation and
powerlessness. Mongiovi’s immersive encounter asserts: agency
finds a way as human bodies echo in the absences.
Indigo Room
Each artwork in this room is dyed organic indigo; the fabrics
are cotton, except for the linen thread of the net. Buckles and
straps evoke the designs and concepts of utility clothing, aprons
and denim, sheets and table coverings. Draped using dowels
and twine, each is a dialogue with ancestors and descendants
of textile and tissue that restores the human narratives of lives
of substance and labor. The structures are not tables and beds
and basins, and yet, there is a quality of furnishing that the wood

Left page and bottom: Laura Mongiovi, Indigo Room (installation),
2021. Tovar House, Oldest House Complex, St. Augustine, Florida.
Photo: Jason Schwab.
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Mongiovi’s stitching by hand,
layering with indigo dye, unites
centuries of wayfinding – an
intersection of art, histories,
and cultural memory.
and textiles connect in our imagination, evoking the tasks and
satisfaction of days spent in preparation and care.
The weight and evident care among Mongiovi’s work reminds
a contemporary audience of the extravagant privilege present
when we are able to choose that labor, when the work of those
in domestic spaces is understood and valued and honored.
Encountering sails, a star chart, a fishing net, even rocks, we
understand the intimate relationship between communities and
oceans, the cyclic complications of living in and out of balance.
Mongiovi’s stitching by hand and layering with indigo dye unites
centuries of wayfinding, creating an intersection of art, histories,
and cultural memory.
Threading Legacies
Threading through these braided histories is the time-intensive
practice of hand-stitching, which Mongiovi explores and
exhausts through multiple iterations. She apprenticed with
Mike Usina, a descendant of people who worked as indentured
servants on the indigo plantations, arriving from the Spanish
island of Menorca, practicing their heritage sewing nets for seine
fishing. Mongiovi’s research on the indigo plantations led her to
seek out Usina, a St. Augustinian in his eighties, who taught her
at his home. The traditional material for these is linen, which
Mongiovi uses. She wove with the shuttlestick Usina gifted
to her, and then dyed the net indigo. Ancient and rhythmic, a
sacred muscle memory is looped and knotted as Mongiovi
repurposes this ritual craft.
Cotton, Rice, Sugar and Citrus Room
A precarious stack of cubed sugar under a tall glass cloche
sits on a table in the next room, representing an out-of-scale

Top: Laura Mongiovi, Stars Make Crown, 2021. Indigo-dyed cotton and
silk, metallic thread, 65 x 31 inches. Photo: Jason Schwab.
Bottom: Laura Mongiovi, Is It Dreams That Bump Under Darting Water,
2021. Wood, linen, indigo dye, dimensions. Photo: Jason Schwab.
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Laura Mongiovi, I Wash My Shirts (left), 2021. Indigo-dyed cotton and wool, buckles, dimensions vary; Is It Dreams That Bump Under Darting Water
(right), 2021. Wood, linen, indigo dye, dimensions vary. Photo: Jason Schwab.

sugarcane crusher. Mongiovi confronts us with items that appear
symmetrical, even sweet, and instead we taste hot harm and
high-stakes violence for fruitless toil. In this room, the historic
economies sustained by human labor in North Florida are
conceptualized by the products. Mongiovi brings an ominous
sense of our complicit roles in systems of exploitation, including,
and especially, plantations where people are enslaved.
We count grains of rice, questioning measures and accountings.
The scent of citrus from oil on more of her hand-stitched cotton
intrudes, beckons for us to remember, remember, remember
that indulgence for so many white, landowning families cost
everything, body and soul. Raw cotton accumulates in cotton
canvas sacks suspended by two flat rectangular coquina bricks
juxtaposing the Sisyphean heaviness of harvesting weightless
crops by the pound.
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Laura Mongiovi, Is It Dreams That Bump Under Darting Water (detail),
2021. Wood, linen, indigo dye, dimensions vary. Photo: Jason Schwab.
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Laura Mongiovi, Fur, Hide, and Coquina Room, 2021. Faux furs, fabric, air dry clay, wood, paint, coquina bricks. Tovar House, Oldest House Complex, St.
Augustine, Florida. Photo: Jason Schwab.

Fur, Hide, Coquina Room
The third and final room, a triptych that completes Mongiovi’s
triad, explicitly engages with Indigenous cultural practices, as
a faux hide hangs draped. In this room, Mongiovi’s approach
soars as the furs here embody the complications of many
convergences. The hide is woven, and the fur is a threaded
garment; these are not animal skins, though still real, and we
understand presence here as more than representation. She
has angled the metal rods to hearths and more coquina, as
cage and support. We understand the utility, the abundance,
the appropriation, the warmth of generations, and the hollow
shortfall. In this room we also encounter the pages of Mongiovi’s
Left page: Laura Mongiovi, White Man In The Dining Room Eating Cake
And Cream, 2021. Cotton, gold metallic thread, sugar cubes, glass,
wood, paint, table, dimensions vary. Photo: Jason Schwab.
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research, a catalog—a litany—of historically active plantations.
She makes clear that this work is more than metaphor.
Mongiovi’s work resonates and reaches out. This exhibition is a
contemplative encounter with the tangible and the intangible.
The materiality of cultural histories, as Mongiovi responds by
hand, approaches a reconciliation, as we experience remnants
and restorations.
lauramongiovi.com | @lmongiovi
—Nikki Fragala Barnes is a critical curator and scholar of texts
and technology. Collaborative and participatory, Barnes’ work
centers restorative research and critical making applied to media,
culture, and society. Also an installation artist and experimental
poet, Barnes is an instructor of Creative Writing at the University of
Central Florida. bynikkibarnes.com | @bynikkibarnes
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